We evaluate discriminative parse reranking and parser self-training on a new English test set using four versions of the Charniak parser and a variety of parser evaluation metrics. The new test set consists of 1,000 hand-corrected British National Corpus parse trees. We directly evaluate parser output using both the Parseval and the Leaf Ancestor metrics. We also convert the hand-corrected and parser output phrase structure trees to dependency trees using a state-of-the-art functional tag labeller and constituent-to-dependency conversion tool, and then calculate label accuracy, unlabelled attachment and labelled attachment scores over the dependency structures. We find that reranking leads to a performance improvement on the new test set (albeit a modest one). We find that self-training using BNC data leads to significantly better results. However, it is not clear how effective self-training is when the training material comes from the North American News Corpus.
Introduction
We evaluate state-of-the-art constituency parsing techniques using four different versions of the Charniak parser and a new English test set consisting of 1,000 sentences taken from the British National Corpus. The parsers are evaluated using three metrics: the oft-employed Parseval metric, the less well known Leaf-Ancestor metric, and a dependency evaluation which relies on an automatic functional tag labeller and a constituency-to-dependency conversion program to convert the parser output and gold standard phrase structure trees to dependency trees. We present the evaluation results and highlight some areas where there is room for improvement. The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2., we present the parsers which will be evaluated. In Section 3., we describe the new test data. In Section 4., we present the evaluation results. In Section 5., we present and analyse a more detailed breakdown of evaluation results, before summarizing and concluding in Section 6..
The Parsers
We evaluate four different versions of the Charniak parser, a constituency parser with state-of-the-art performance on the standard English test set, Section 23 of the Wall Street Journal section of the Penn Treebank (WSJ23) (Marcus et al., 1994) . The first parser (parser1) is Charniak's lexicalized history-based generative statistical parser which achieves a Parseval f-score of 89.1% on WSJ23 (Charniak, 2000) . The second parser (parser2) extends the first parser by incorporating a discriminative reranker which uses features ranging over the entire parse tree to re-order the nbest parses returned by parser1 (Charniak and Johnson, 2005) . The reranking parser achieves an f-score of 91.3% on WSJ23, a significant improvement over the first-stage parser. The third parser (parser3) is the self-trained parser reported in McClosky et al. (2006a; 2006b ): 1.75 million sentences from the North American News Corpus (NANC) are parsed with parser2, and parser1 is retrained on a combination of its original training material (Sections 2-21 of the WSJ) and the NANC trees produced by parser2. The resulting parser, parser3, is the re-trained parser1 combined with the discriminative reranker and it achieves an f-score of 92.1% on WSJ23. To obtain the fourth parser (parser4) we repeat the self-training procedure used to produce parser3, but we use sentences from the BNC instead of the NANC . The f-score of parser4 on WSJ23 is 91.7%. 
BNC Test Set
The new English test set consists of 1,000 sentences taken from the British National Corpus (BNC) (Burnard, 2000) . The BNC is a one hundred million word balanced corpus of British English from the late twentieth century. Ninety per cent of it is written text, and the remaining 10% consists of transcribed spontaneous and scripted spoken language. The BNC sentences that are in the test set are not chosen completely at random. Each sentence in the test set has the property of containing a word which appears as a verb in the BNC but not in the usual training sections of the Wall Street Journal section of the Penn Treebank (WSJ02-21). Sentences were chosen in this way so that the resulting test set would be a difficult one for WSJ-trained parsers. Approximately 6% of the BNC test set consists of "non-standard" text such as spoken language, captions, headlines, lines from poems, etc. Examples are given in Table 2 . In order to produce the gold standard parse trees, the test sentences were manually parsed by one annotator, using as references the Penn Treebank trees themselves and the Penn Treebank bracketing guidelines (Bies et al., 1995) .
Text Type # Example Highlighted 34 Podvig also prominent in the Crime and Punishment notebooks, gets relegated in the final text to the Epilogue where it is seen at its simplest in the mitigating circumstance that the murderer is discovered at his trial to have burnt himself rescuing two little children from a blazing house. When the two references did not agree, the guidelines took precedence over the Penn Treebank trees. Due to time constraints, the annotator did not mark functional tags or traces. The annotator made two passes through the data, and annotated between 10 and 20 sentences per hour. Difficult parsing decisions were documented. Some pre-processing was carried on the BNC test sentences to ensure that they were tokenized in a similar way to Penn Treebank sentences (see for details).
Parser Evaluation

Parseval Evaluation
The Parseval metric (Black et al., 1991) calculates precision and recall over the constituents in a parse tree. According, to the stronger version of the metric, labelled Parseval, a constituent in a parser output tree is correct if there is a constituent in the corresponding gold parse tree which dominates the same sequence of terminal symbols and has the same label. The weaker version, unlabelled Parseval, considers a constituent to be correct if there is a constituent in the gold parse tree which dominates the same sequence of terminal symbols. We use the stricter labelled Parseval measure. In order to separate the evaluation of parsing and part-of-speech tagging, the Parseval metric does not calculate the accuracy of pre-terminal constituents, e.g. (NN man). Precision is the number of correct constituents produced by the parser divided by the total number of constituents produced by the parser. Recall is the number of correct constituents produced by the parser divided by the total number of constituents in the set of gold standard parse trees. The f-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
The Parseval results for the four versions of the Charniak parser are shown in Table 3 . McClosky et al. (2006b) report that parser2 achieves a labelled f-score of 85.2% on sentences from Brown Corpus. The performance for the same parser is worse for the BNC -this is not unexpected, not only because the BNC contains sentences from a wide variety of text genres but also because the BNC test set is a difficult one. As with the WSJ23 test set, each successive version of the parser improves performance, with parser4 achieving the most significant improvement.
The significant improvement for parser4 demonstrates that self-training on in-domain data has the potential to be used to adapt a parser to a new domain. McCloskey et al.(2006b) claim that self-training a parser on material from the same material as its original training material can be used to carry out domain adaptation, since parser3, the parser selftrained on NANC data, performs significantly better on the Brown corpus than parser2. This claim is not completely borne out by our results for parser3 -there is an improvement over parser1 and parser2, but a relatively modest one. 
Leaf-Ancestor Evaluation
The drawbacks of the Parseval metric have been noted by many (Lin, 1998; . Some of these criticisms relate to phrase-structure-based evaluation in general, i.e. evaluation based on phrase-structure constituents abstracts away from basic predicate-argument relationships which are important for correctly capturing the semantics of the sentence. Other criticisms relate to the Parseval metric in particular, e.g. it penalises certain attachment errors too harshly, and is too sensitive to the treebank annotation scheme (Rehbein and van Genabith, 2007) . Taking these criticisms into account and in order to carry out a balanced evaluation, we employ a second phrase-structurebased evaluation metric, the Leaf-Ancestor metric, and we also perform a dependency-based evaluation (Section 4.3.). The Leaf-Ancestor metric (Sampson and Babarczy, 2002) , assigns a score to every word in the test sentence. The score is obtained by comparing the lineage of the word in the parser output tree to the lineage of the same word in the gold parse tree using a Levenshtein or edit-distance measure. The lineage is the sequence of non-terminal symbols from the root node to the word. Sampson and Barbarczy (2002) argue that the Leaf-Ancestor metric is closer to people's intuitive notion of what constitutes a good parse. Fig 4 shows the Leaf-Ancestor results for the four parsers on the BNC test set. There are slight differences between parser1, parser2 and parser3, and, as with the Parseval metric, the greatest improvement is for parser4, the version of the parser that has been self-trained on BNC sentences. parser1 parser2 parser3 parser4 LA 0.8807 0.8821 0.8810 0.8900 Proponents of dependency grammar argue that dependency relations between words are a more useful source of information than constituent structure. For parser evaluation, the use of dependencies has also been advocated (Lin, 1998; Kübler and Telljohann, 2002) . We can evaluate constituent parsers using a dependency-based evaluation by automatically extracting dependency relationships from constituent structure. The quality of the dependencies produced will depend, not only on the quality of the phrase structure trees, but also on the quality of the automatic constituentto-dependency conversion procedure. However, any noise introduced by the conversion procedure will also appear in the "gold standard" dependency graphs produced by applying the conversion procedure to the gold standard phrase structure trees.
To extract dependencies, we use the conversion procedure provided by Johansson and Nugues (2007) . This is the procedure used in the CONLL 2007 Shared Task on dependency parsing (Nivre et al., 2007) , and it improves upon the constituent-to-dependency conversion procedure provided by Yamada and Matsumotot (2003) by using more sophisticated head-finding rules and by making use of functional tags and traces, if present, to resolve long-distance dependencies. Because the BNC gold standard trees have not yet been annotated with functional tags and traces, we apply the machine-learning based functional tag labeller of Chrupala et al. (2007) to both the gold standard trees and the parser output trees before applying the constituentto-dependency conversion tool. This WSJ-trained labeller takes phrase-structure trees as input and labels the nonterminal symbols with functional tags such as SUBJ, LOC, TMP, etc. It is the best-performing functional tag labeller for WSJ23. We use the evaluation script provided for the CONLL 2007 Shared Task to compute three scores: the labelled attachment score (LAS) which is the percentage of words with the correct head and dependency label, unlabelled attachment score (UAS) which is the percentage of words assigned the correct head and the labelled accuracy score (LabAcc), which is the percentage of words with the correct dependency label. The results are shown in Fig. 5 .
The dependency-based evaluation shows similar findings to the Parseval evaluation : each successive parser version improves upon the previous version, with modest improvements for parser2 and parser3 and a more significant improvement for the BNC self-trained parser4. This improvement manifests itself particularly in the unlabelled attachment score. Table 6 : Breakdown by Dependency Type F-scores for individual dependency relationships are shown in Table 6 . A dependency relationship is considered correct if both the attachment and the label are correct. From this breakdown, we can make the following observations:
Error Analysis
• All parsers perform relatively badly on the dependency relations: ADV, DEP, IOBJ, PRN, PRT.
• All parsers perform relatively badly on co-ordinate constructions but the NANC self-trained parser, parser3, performs worse than the other three parsers. The self-training procedure cannot be blamed for this because the BNC self-trained parser, parser4, performs better. This seems to suggest that there are differences in co-ordination phenomena between American newspaper text and the sentences in the BNC.
• All parsers perform well on the frequently occurring dependency relations: NMOD, SUBJ, PMOD.
• The ranking in parser performance parser1 < parser2 < parser3 < parser4
holds for the following relations: LOC, NMOD, OBJ, SUBJ, VMOD.
• The BNC self-trained parser, parser4, performs better than the other three parsers for all dependency relations apart from the following: CLR, DEP, IOBJ,
LGS, PMOD, PRT, VC. The dependency relations ADV, LOC, CC and ROOT seem to be particularly helped by the BNC self-training.
The following 77-word sentence is an example of a sentence which poses a challenge for all four parsers:
The fact is that in the primeval struggle of the jungle , as in the refinements of civilized warfare , we see in progress a great evolutionary armament race -whose results , for defense , are manifested in such devices as speed , alertness , armor , spinescence , burrowing habits , nocturnal habits , poisonous secretions , nauseous taste , and -LRB-camouflage and other kinds of protective coloration -RRB-; and for offense , in such counter-attributes as speed , surprise , ambush , allurement , visual acuity , claws , teeth , stings , poison fangs , and -LRB-lures -RRB-.
The parsers parser1 and parser2 incorrectly analyse the word claws as a third person singular verb -encouragingly, both self-trained parsers, parser3 and parser4, have learned to analyse it as a plural noun.
Conclusion
We have evaluated four different versions of the Charniak parser on a new 1,000 sentence English test set. The sentences in the test set come from the British National Corpus, and have been chosen in such a way that they tend to differ in theme from the Wall Street Journal sentences of the Penn Treebank. The first version of the parser is the generative, lexicalised parser, the second version combines the first version with a discriminative reranker, and the third and fourth versions employ the technique of self-training -the third version is self-trained on American newspaper text, and the fourth version is self-trained on BNC data. We evaluate the parsers using three different evaluation metrics. The results of the evaluation confirm previous results obtained for WSJ test sets: both re-ranking and self-training improve parser performance. Also, self-training using parser output trees for sentences from the target domain appears to be more effective than self-training using data from the original seed domain.
The new test set is available to other researchers with a BNC license. In the future, we hope to use it to evaluate other parsers, e.g. the Berkeley parser (Petrov et al., 2006) .
